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LITERACY COLLECTION; A TRIANGLE FOR ADAORA 
 

Please use the boxes on the right to check the items IN and then OUT before you return the collection. 
                                                                                                                                                             IN   OUT 
‘A Triangle for 
Adaora’ 
(5 books in plastic 
wallet) 

When Adaora’s cousin promises to find a triangle for her, he does not 
realise just how difficult the task will be. As they search, the cousins 
encounter heart-shaped akwukwo ede leaves round elephant drums 
and crescent-shaped plantains – everything but the shape they seek. 

  

Photo Opportunities 
Maths (in plastic 
wallet) 

Photo pack demonstrating maths activities for use in the primary 
classroom. 

  

Fabric Pieces x 8 - Yellow with black, gold and brown shapes and pictures. 
- Red, gold, black and white geometric designs. 
- Maroon, blue and cream fabric with geometric shapes. 
- Brown, yellow and white triangle-patterned chitenge fabric, 

worn as a wrapper skirt. 
- Blue and white triangle-patterned fabric. Can be used to make 

a head cover. 
- Blue, orange, green, yellow and white dress with star shapes. 
- Salmon pink dress with woven linked shapes. 

     -    Green, pink, yellow and blue outfit, top, skirt and headband.   

  

Adaoras Dress A simple pink dress decorated with some of the shapes she finds.   
Triangular Hat Mounted on cardboard over a face mask.   
Mobile In plastic wallet   
Fruit x 3 Felted fruit as seen by Adaora: plantain, paw paw – a whole fruit and 

a half fruit, showing the plantain shape. 
  

Cowrie Shells x 11 
Cowrie Necklaces x 2 
Rings x 2 

 
 
As worn by Adaora’s aunt. 

  

Small Drums x 2 Ornamental rather than musical, but useful to show shapes.   
Apkasa Colander made from dried coconut palms.   
A4 Plastic Wallet Contains information and laminated photos: 

Paw paw, plantain, agbada, Yoruba, embroidery, women’s’ outfits, 
heart-shaped leaves, woman using apkasa, laminated heart-shaped 
leaf, 10 x laminated labels of items and their shapes. 

  

Fabric Bag Large, green quilted bag for carrying the collection.    
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
  


